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VA’s Fiscal Year 2007 Budget Request for the 
Compensation and Pension Programs of the Veterans 

Benefits Administration

Thursday, February 16, 2006

(1)

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,
SUbcommittee on DiSability aSSiStance anD
 memorial affairS,
committee on veteranS’ affairS,

Washington, D.C.

 the subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:00 p.m., in room 
340, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Jeff Miller  [Chairman of 
the committee] presiding.

 present:  representatives Jeff miller, tom udall.
 
 mr. miller.  this hearing will come to order.  good afternoon, ev-
erybody.  thank you so much for being here on -- this is thursday, 
isn’t it -- thursday afternoon.
 last week, we heard testimony from secretary nicholson on the 
VA-wide budget request for fiscal year 2007, and today we are meet-
ing to review the request for the compensation, pension, and burial 
programs.  VA estimates it will provide nearly $35 billion in compen-
sation, pension, and burial benefits to almost 3 million veterans and 
survivors in fiscal year 2006.  The number of veterans filing claims 
for compensation and pension has grown by more than 36 percent 
from 578,773 in fiscal year 2000, to over 788,000 in fiscal year 2005.  
this increase can be attributed to a variety of factors, including the 
global war on terrorism, improved outreach activities, and the gen-
eral aging of the veteran population.
  The Veterans Benefits Administration projects it will receive more 
than 910,000 claims in 2006; over 98,000 of them the result of the six-
state targeted outreach program that was mandated in the military 
quality of life and Veterans Affairs Appropriation Act of 2006.
 of particular concern to me is how VBA is going to handle this in-
flux of claims.  Under Admiral Cooper’s command, timeliness and ac-
curacy of claims has indeed improved.  In fiscal year 2005, it took on 
average 167 days to process a claim, and the VBA’s accuracy rate was 
84 percent.  while these numbers represent an improvement over 
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fiscal year 2002 numbers, the year the Admiral was confirmed, they 
represent a slight decline over fiscal year 2004, and we are always 
looking to improve them further.
 one way to improve claims processing is through additional full-
time employees, or Ftes.  while more Fte will help, it is not a cure-
all.  And furthermore, it takes time to train those new employees, so 
the full benefit of additional FTE will not be realized at least for a 
couple of years. 
  Our Subcommittee will continue to review the adjudication process 
in an attempt to identify and eliminate inefficiencies.  President Bush 
is requesting $38 billion in mandatory funding to provide service-con-
nected compensation, dependency and indemnity compensation, pen-
sion and burial benefits. This represents an increase of $3 billion, or 
nine percent, over fiscal year 2006.   And in addition, the President 
requests $924 million in budget authority discretionary funding to 
cover the VBA’s operating costs items like salary, infrastructure, and 
contract medical examinations.
 i am pleased that the president’s budget includes additional fund-
ing for 176 Fte within VBA, but i am disheartened to know that the 
bulk of the Ftes will be assigned to vocational rehabilitation and 
education claims.  there’s actually a decrease, i think, in direct com-
pensation Ftes of 149.  the committee is assessing the methodolo-
gies used to insure this request is a sufficient one.
  [The opening statement of Chairman Miller appears on p. 16]

 mr. miller.  Before i turn to mr. udall, who is sitting in for the 
ranking member, ms. Berkley, i’d like to let everyone know that un-
fortunately we don’t have a whole lot of time today.  the full com-
mittee is meeting at 3:00 to further discuss the president’s budget 
request.
 mr. udall?
 mr. UDall.  thank you, chairman miller.
 thank you for holding this hearing today, and i welcome Admiral 
cooper and his staff at the VBA, and mr. lawrence of the disabled 
American Veterans organization.  I am hopeful this hearing will help 
us  come  to  a  clearer understanding  regarding  the fiscal  year 2007 
Veterans’ Affairs budget, and some of the concerns being expressed 
by members of this committee.
 one particular area of concern, as it has been every year, is ensur-
ing the timeliness and accuracy of claims processing.  Admiral coo-
per, you were before the subcommittee not four months ago when we 
discussed the necessity to prepare a fiscal year 2007 VA budget that 
would address claims processing needs.
 in reading the budget request now being submitted to congress for 
fiscal year 2007, there is an expected increase in original claims, an 
expected increase in appeals, an expected increase in overall work-
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load, particularly from those men and women returning from the bat-
tlefields of Afghanistan and Iraq.  Yet this request includes a decrease 
in Ftes working on compensation claims.  there would be 149 fewer 
Ftes at a time when the workloads in this area are only intensifying.  
i would echo mr. lawrence in saying that this request is perplexing, 
and i hope today’s hearing will allow for further discussion.
 the need to lower the number of backlog claims must be addressed, 
and it must be addressed now.  thank you again for those witnesses 
that are testifying.  with 180,000 veterans in my district, these are 
issues of great importance to me, and i hope we can properly address 
each of these concerns.  thank you, mr. chairman.
  [The opening statement of Mr. Udall appears on p. 17]
 
 mr. miller.  I thank you very much, Mr. Udall.  Our first witness 
is Admiral Daniel Cooper, the Under Secretary for Benefits, and I un-
derstand you have a busy schedule as well.  we thank you for being 
here.  Accompanying the Admiral today is mr. Jack mccoy, Associate 
deputy under secretary for policy and program management; mr. 
michael walcoff, Associate deputy under secretary for Field opera-
tions; Ms. Renée Szybala, Director of the Compensation and Pension 
Service; and Mr. James Bohmbach, Director of the Office of Resources 
management.
 Admiral cooper, please proceed.

stAtement oF dAniel l. cooper, under secretArY 
 For BeneFits, VeterAns BeneFits AdministrAtion;
 AccompAnied BY JAck mccoY, AssociAte deputY
 under secretArY For policY And progrAm mAnAge-
 ment, VeterAns BeneFits AdministrAtion; michAel 
 wAlcoFF, AssociAte deputY under secretArY For
 Field operAtions, VeterAns BeneFits AdministrA-
 tion; renÉe szYBAlA, director oF the compensA-
 tion And pension serVice, VeterAns BeneFits 
 AdministrAtion; And JAmes BohmBAch, director
 oF the oFFice oF resources mAnAgement, Veter-
 Ans BeneFits AdministrAtion

 aDmiral cooper.  thank you, mr. chairman.  mr. chairman and 
mr. udall, i respectfully request that my written statement be en-
tered in the record.
 mr. miller.  check and see if your mic is on, Admiral.  i am sorry.  
or you might pull it a little closer if you can.  looks like it is on, we 
just might need to get it a little closer.
 aDmiral cooper.  can you hear me now?
 mr. miller.  Yes, sir.
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 aDmiral cooper.  i respectfully request that my written statement 
be made a part of the record.
 mr. miller.  Without objection.
 aDmiral cooper.  it is my pleasure to be here today to discuss the 
department of Veterans’ Affairs request for the c&p programs.  the 
Veterans’ Benefits Administration is responsible for administrating 
a wide range of benefits and services for veterans, their families, and 
their survivors.  But at the heart of our mission are the disability 
compensation and pension programs.   We  specifically provide ben-
efits and services to over 3.5 million disabled veterans and other ben-
eficiaries.  Since fiscal year 2000, VBA is experiencing an unyielding 
increase in workload in claims receipts, claims complexity, and more 
direct contact with increasing numbers of service members and vet-
erans.  disability claims from veterans, those returning from war as 
well as those from earlier periods, increased by, as you say, 36 per-
cent from 2000 to 2005.
  VBA remains absolutely committed to delivering benefits and ser-
vices to eligible claimants in a timely, accurate, and compassionate 
manner.  to that end, we are requesting $1.24 billion in discretion-
ary funds for the c&p program.  the requested Fte is essential to 
provide the level of service expected by our nation for those who have 
sacrificed so much in the defense of our freedom.
  With a workforce that is sufficiently supported and correctly bal-
anced, VBA can successfully meet the needs of our veterans while 
ensuring proper stewardship of taxpayer funds.  we are requesting 
7863 direct C&P FTE in fiscal year 2007.  This level will allow VBA 
to focus on the improvements in the quality and timeliness of claims 
processing, and also reduce the inventory of pending claims.  it will 
also allow for better management of the C&P program’s other major 
work.  The other major work includes appeals account maintenance, 
activities for beneficiaries already receiving benefits, outreach, tele-
phone and personal interview activity, and guardianship responsibil-
ities.  these additional workloads also increase as disabled veterans 
and the number of beneficiaries on our rolls increase.
 we are committed to improving our outreach efforts.  we will con-
tinue the seamless transition program for service members who are 
medically separated or retired due to a traumatic injury.  In this pro-
gram, we work closely with each individual, active-duty personnel, 
at the start of the military medical evaluation board process, which 
then leads to discharge.  We will also continue briefing the separating 
and retiring service members about VA benefits and services through 
their military organizations.   These services  include  formal  transi-
tion assistance programs, co-sponsored by dod and labor.
 outreach efforts are also targeted to meet the increasing needs of 
National Guard and Reservists.   Last year we held 8200 briefings.  
Separating military personnel also receive enhanced benefits through 
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our Benefits Delivery at Discharge program.  We have people at 140 
discharge sites around the country.  each of these endeavors reaches 
veterans in ways which encourage larger numbers of claims, but each 
is good for the veteran concerned.
 i would like to discuss for a minute the mandated special outreach.  
section 228 of the military quality of life and Veterans’ Affairs Ap-
propriations Act of 2006 stated that the department of Veterans’ Af-
fairs shall conduct an information campaign in states with an aver-
age annual disability compensation payment of a less of an $7,300 
per year.  this was the number, or the states according to the report 
issued by the department of Veterans’ Affairs ig last year, as you 
recall.
 this direction is meant to inform all veterans receiving disability 
compensation in the six specific states by direct mail, or to tell them 
by direct mail of the history of below-average disability compensa-
tion payments to veterans in those states, and to provide all veterans 
in those states, through broadcast and print advertising, with the 
historical information and instructions for submitting new claims.  
The  states meeting  that  specific  criterion are Connecticut,  Illinois, 
indiana, michigan, ohio, and new Jersey.
 Based on our experience with prior targeted outreach efforts, we 
expect, as you mentioned, 98,000 additional claims this year.  no 
additional resources were allocated in that particular amendment 
to  address  those  additional  claims.   The number  of  veterans filing 
initial disability compensation claims and claims for deserved addi-
tional benefits has increased every year since fiscal year 2000.  The 
claims from returning Afghanistan and iraq war veterans, as well as 
from veterans of earlier periods of service, have increased by about 
200,000 each year since 2000, and it is expected that these increases 
will continue.
 the most important factors leading to these high levels of claims 
are the operations in iraq and Afghanistan, the increased number 
of beneficiaries on the rolls with resulting additional claims for  in-
creased benefits as they get older, and improved and expanded out-
reach activities.
 the increase in claims receipts is not the only change affecting 
our processing requirement.  the greater number of disabilities that 
veterans now claim on each one, the increasing complexities of the 
disabilities being claimed, and extensive changes in laws requiring 
a more thorough process, pose the major challenges to claims work-
load.
 in my mind, the best thing that we can do is to have a robust train-
ing program.  this is key to our long-term improvement, the improve-
ment that we need in both quality and consistency of our decisions.  
Training  enables  VBA  to  be  flexible  and  responsive  to  changing 
workload volume.  VBA is engaged in an ongoing effort to improve its 
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training systems, to standardize IT for new employees, and to raise 
the skill levels of existing staff.  we have deployed new training tools 
and centralized training programs.  New hires receive comprehensive 
training and a consistent foundation in claims processing principles 
through a national, centralized training program.
  Local training is provided using standardized curricula.  Improved 
computer-based training tools have been developed.  we have devel-
oped  a  skills  certification  instrument  for  assessing  the  knowledge 
level of our veterans service representatives.  we have plans to do the 
same with our rating Vsrs and eventually with our decision review 
officers,  field  examiners,  and  pension  maintenance  centers.    Skill 
certification will enable VBA to identify systemic knowledge deficits 
through the testing process.
 in summary, mr. chairman, although VBA has made and will 
continue to make important improvements in processing, it applica-
tions, accountability, training, and outreach, we have been unable 
to keep up with the myriad factors complicating claims processing.  
in my opinion, with the increases in personnel we received in 2006, 
and that we are bringing on board now and are training, and the 
promise of retaining a relatively high level for the foreseeable future, 
we stand a good chance of turning the corner on delivering this very 
important benefit.  One lesson I’ve learned, however, is that the rules 
in this complicated endeavor are always subject to change.
 mr. chairman, that concludes my testimony.  i greatly appreci-
ate the chance to be here, and look forward to answering your ques-
tions.
  [The statement of Daniel Cooper appears on p. 21]
 
 mr. miller.  thank you very much, Admiral.  one thing that i am 
interested in is the six-state targeted outreach language that was in 
the appropriations bill. i am interested in knowing if you were af-
forded an opportunity to comment on the expected impacts on claims 
processing?
 aDmiral cooper.  i was afforded the opportunity on two occasions to 
talk to a couple of staffers.  And at that time, the first question was, 
“what do you think of this?” and i told them.  Frankly, i told them 
it was terrible public policy to go out and focus on merely six states, 
because all states have certain problems.
 And the second thing i told them was -- and remember, this all 
came out of the discussion of ptsd and the ig’s investigation of dis-
parity among the states.  one thing i told them was we had not found 
major errors in the claims that we had looked at and, therefore, I did 
not think it was a good idea.  however, i was not asked for a vote.
 At one time, i was further asked, if we knew the number of Fte 
that we were getting in 2006 and how would we allocate those, if in 
fact that amendment came to fruition.  we told them and they didn’t 
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like the answer.  what we showed is that we would have to allocate, 
if we were going to try to keep some control in those six states, most 
of these people into those six states.
 those are the two questions i was asked, and neither of them 
proved to be germane.
 mr. miller.  I know you have the flexibility to move staff around, 
and that you’re in the process of strengthening the training programs 
for your ratings staff, but i am not quite sure, however, how you ex-
pect to reduce the backlog that currently exists with fewer employees, 
in conjunction with the retirements, turnovers, and the time it takes 
to train new hires.  can you give us a comfort level on that?
 aDmiral cooper.  You may recall that in 2003 we really pushed 
on pending claims.  we pushed the number down to 253,000 pend-
ing claims.  now, i will tell you that at that same time, appeals and 
remands went up, and i then decided we need to do things across the 
board.  however, for the next two years, the number of people that 
we had available to do the work went down.  the number of claims 
went up.
 As a result, in 2006 i asked for an increase of 731 additional people, 
because at that time, and this was toward the end of ‘05, my level of 
Fte in the c&p arena was going down, and across all VBA, was go-
ing down to 12,200.
 i pointed out to them that i needed at least 731 additional Fte, 
and that is what i got in the budget, 12,931 Fte.
 now, i am trying to build up to that.  i think, as of a couple days 
ago, we were at about 12,750.  We have allocated staffing numbers 
out to get us up to the 12,900 allowed, and we have to then do the 
training, as you mentioned, and that will take some time.
 As we were focusing on this budget -- and remember, we start the 
budget 18 months ahead of time.  And so taking the information i 
knew at  that  time, we  looked at  staffig needs.   The second point  I 
would like to make is, the total number of people we have in c&p and 
burial, i look at that total number of people.  And what you see is that 
in claims processing we were going to decrease 148, but in pension, 
we were going to increase by a number of 86.  so, i do play around 
with those numbers, but if i can get to 911, 12,911, then i feel i have 
a good chance to train people to do the job properly.
 the third thing i would say to you is, we have not yet started the 
six state rollout.  i have everything ready to go, but right now we are 
operating under a letter from senator craig that asks that we refrain 
from starting until further notified.  So right now, everybody I have 
is working on the claims we have aboard.
 mr. miller.  mr. udall?
 mr. UDall.  thank you, chairman miller.  the VA’s testimony is 
similar to the testimony at the full hearing.  the Administration has 
proposed a decrease of 149 Fte who directly handle compensation 
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claims in 2007, despite an expectation that the number of veterans 
seeking benefits will continue to rise.  For a number of years VBA has 
indicated that a backlog of 250,000 pending claims is an acceptable 
current inventory, although we refer to the backlog as a total number 
of pending rating claims.
 in any system, there will be a number of claims which the staff can 
be expected to handle in a reasonable amount of time.  that number 
has historically been reported as 250,000.  As of February 11th, 2005, 
there were 368,900 rating claims pending.  the number at the close 
of 2006 is currently projected to be 417,852.  And at the end of 2007, 
396,834.  this level of pending rating claims is unacceptably high.  
Additional staff will be needed to improve services to veterans.  how 
many staff would be needed to reduce the pending claims to 250,000 
by the end of fiscal year 2007?
 aDmiral cooper.  i cannot answer that question, primarily because 
I don’t know when we will finally be told to do the on site outreach.  
with what i have right now, we can start bringing the claims backlog 
down.  i think the chances of getting to 250,000, with all the other 
work and we do with the people we have right now, i don’t think we 
can get there by that time.  We have projected certain numbers, and 
in my written statement, i think on page two, there is a table that 
shows both what i see as the effect if we have to suddenly start the 
outreach, and what i think we can achieve if we do not, given the 
levels that we have.
 mr. UDall.  the year-end inventory is still high though, right?
 aDmiral cooper.  Yes, sir.  You are correct.
 mr. UDall.  Yes, okay.
 aDmiral cooper.  if i could state one thing, i -- 
 mr. UDall.  please.
 aDmiral cooper.  i don’t mean to interrupt but, in trying to keep 
up with things across-the-board and do this broad range of things 
the we have to do, as I mentioned, when I first came aboard I focused 
specifically and had the whole group focus on getting pending claims 
down.  But these other things bobbed up, as ms. mccarthy will tell 
you -- and ms. mccarthy knows more about most of my stuff than i 
do sometimes, i am afraid.  But the fact is that, in working across 
the board, we have done a pretty good job on appeals and remands.  
remands are the decisions that come back from the Board of Veter-
ans’ Appeals.  three years ago there were 30,000.  today there are 
about 20,000.  we have also reduced the time to process appeals and 
remands.
 so we are making some progress.  As you say, however, the incom-
ing workload has come in faster than we can handle, and i have had 
reduced people  over  the  last  couple  of  years.    I  feel  that  I have fi-
nally been given the people that, once i get them aboard and trained, 
should allow us to make good approach.
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 Further i would say to you, as we have made changes in leader-
ship  in  the various  regional  offices,  and  then  tried  to  get  a degree 
of uniformity across all those regional offices, I think today we have 
more uniformity than certainly they have seen in a good while, and i 
believe I have very good people now in each of my regional offices.
 so i think that together that we will eventually get on top of this.  
Obviously, if there’s a large influx  --  and our projected 98,000 is a 
very large influx  --  then I just have to do the best I can with what 
we have.
 mr. UDall.  And Admiral, to be clear here, there’s no way that you 
can estimate on the basis of how the numbers of staff people that pro-
cess claims, what it would take to tackle that 98,000, or to get it down 
to 250,000?  Just giving me a rough estimate of -- i know that you are 
making all these changes, but based on your history, you should be 
able to make an educated guesstimate, i would think.
 aDmiral cooper.  what i would do is tell you that the 98,000, that 
increases us by one eighth of the total number.  so, if i were to give 
you a rough estimate, which obviously I  can’t do officially,  I would 
say that about one eighth increase, that would be a very hard one to 
absorb.  But i would say to you, as the chairman mentioned, it is the 
training that takes a long time.  so, even if today suddenly all these 
people appeared, i would be inundated because of the need to train 
them and get them up to speed.
 mr. UDall.  sure, sure.  no, i understand that.
 You don’t have the lights on, so i don’t know when i am supposed 
to quit.
 mr. miller.  You keep right on going.
 mr. UDall.  I just keep right on going?  I might be here forever.
 mr. miller.  You’ve got five more minutes.
 mr. UDall.  okay.
  Admiral, are the VBA’s first-quarter receipts  for fiscal year 2006 
on track with  the  three percent  increase projected  in  the Adminis-
tration’s -- 
 aDmiral cooper.  no, they are not.  they are about 15 percent above 
2004, but they are about three percent below 2005.
 mr. UDall.  okay.  As i believe you know, i am very concerned about 
the difficulties experienced by veterans who are seeking service-con-
nected compensation for post-traumatic stress disorder, ptsd.
 aDmiral cooper.  Yes, sir.
 mr. UDall.  According to experts in the field, service members ex-
posed to multiple combat traumas are at risk for more severe ptsd 
than veterans exposed to a single incident.  in your testimony, you 
discussed the difficulty in documenting, quote, “the event causing the 
stress disorder,” end quote.  Are service members who are subjected 
to the constant threat of ieds and suicide bombers while serving in 
iraq; for example, in convoys and transport activities, required to 
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document one specific event to support their claim for PTSD?
 aDmiral cooper.  i would say to you that it is a much more compli-
cated process than that, and if they are exposed to ied or whatever 
they are exposed to, that is in the unit records.  And we then go to the 
records to try to find what it is that might have caused it.  The nexus 
between the event or the several events and ptsd has to be drawn by 
the medical examiner.  the Veteran,usually, will designate the event, 
or the series of events that is the stressor and then they are sent for a 
medical exam. we are working very closely because the secretary, as 
you recall, is very interested in helping these people better acclimate 
to civilian life, and to be cured and not carry the problem of ptsd.  
And so we are working together with VhA to try to do everything 
better.
 mr. UDall.  in a lot of cases, the medical exams aren’t accepted, not 
accepted in terms of determining the stressor; is that the case?
 aDmiral cooper.  i can’t talk about the past.  i can tell you we are 
working closely now, and i would expect, yes, the medical exam will 
give us the nexus.  And i think we are making changes.  we are look-
ing very closely, as you know, both VhA and the president’s commis-
sion, have tasked the institute of medicine to do two different studies 
on ptsd, to try to help us better understand, and thereby have better 
medical examinations.  And do it in such a way that we can tell if 
somebody is pulling our leg, or if in fact they have, really, ptsd, and 
in fact there is a nexus between their condition and some event that 
caused it.
 mr. UDall.  Now, I want to go back to the poor-performing offices.  
And i know you have been dealing with those by having no new staff, 
and i am concerned about those reports of no new staff, and those of-
fices having no realistic hope of improving their performance, based 
on VBA’s resource allocation formula.  what actions can VBA take 
to improve the performance of low-performing offices?  Could the VA 
send in a strike team to help deal with the pending backlog, or take 
other actions  to  give  these  offices a  fresh  start?   What  is  your ap-
proach going to be there?
 aDmiral cooper.  we have several things that we do in order to try 
to help offices.  My goal is to help offices, but -- one of the main things 
we did when I was in charge of a study before I got this job, was to try 
to figure out what we could do better.  And one of the things we noted 
is poor offices have a large pending backlog, because they weren’t do-
ing things properly, or they didn’t have good leadership.  so we deter-
mined that we were not merely going to allow poor offices to continue 
doing poor jobs and probably not have good training.
 so we decided we would allocate differently.  we have a very spe-
cific  allocation  that  is  done  looking at what we  expect  them  to  re-
ceive the next year, what their quality is, what their timeliness is, 
and a couple other factors, to determine where we send new people.  
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Now, for as those offices that are backlogged, we also have them work 
specifically on preparing claims for adjudication, and then brokering 
them out to other regional offices.  So we try to help them get on their 
feet by better developing the claim.
 we also have a group from headquarters that i send out to one 
third of my regional offices every year, and they are there for about a 
week, doing both training and inspection, to see what they can do bet-
ter.  We have all of our regional offices organized into four areas, and 
we have very well-trained area directors, very sharp area directors 
who have lots of experience, and they go to every one of their offices 
at least once a year, and work with them.
 then i go to the training program that we are putting in, the train-
ing program that started last year, and we are enforcing it across the 
board with  everybody having  certain  requirements;  specifically,  80 
hours of training a year.
 Another area of intrest is it. we are improving it with some-
thing called Vetsnet, which i am sure you all have heard about.  
Vetsnet is extremely important.  three years ago we put in a com-
ponent called mAp-d.  two years ago, we put in a component called 
rBA 2000, and i dictated -- modestly speaking -- that each one of 
those be enforced across the board, and everybody use them, and that 
will eventually help us tremendously, if you compare today with 10 
years ago.
 And so we are trying to do all these things to improve, as well as get 
on top of this major problem that we have.
 mr. UDall.  thank you very much.  thank you, Admiral.
 mr. miller.  thank you, Admiral, and we may have some more 
questions we would like for you to take for the record. we will send 
them to you, since we are a little bit pinched for time, and we will 
move on.
 aDmiral cooper.  thank you very much.
 mr. miller.  thank you, sir. 
 our next witness, while they are clearing the table, is mr. Brian 
lawrence.  he is the Assistant national legislative director for the 
DAV, and they are the organization responsible for the benefits por-
tion of the independent Budget.  mr. lawrence, thank you for being 
with us today, and as you know, we have a backstop; we have a full 
committee meeting at 3:00.  so if you would, please proceed.  
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stAtement oF BriAn lAwrence, AssistAnt nAtionAl
 legislAtiVe director, disABled AmericAn Veter-
 Ans

 mr. lawrence.  thank you, mr. chairman.  i am pleased to appear 
before you on behalf of the 1.2 million members of the dAV to present 
the IB recommendations regarding the Veterans’ Benefits Adminis-
tration.
  We view adequate staffing levels for the VBA business lines as one 
of the most important issues for consideration in this component of 
the VA budget,  so  I will first address  recommended numbers,  full-
time employees  --  or Ftes, and time permitting i will include some 
IB recommendations regarding the benefit programs.
 the level of funding sought in the president’s ‘07 budget would in-
crease operating expenses by nearly $114 million, approximately an 
11 percent increase over last year’s level.  we are greatly encouraged 
that the administration has proposed a substantial increase in re-
sources for VBA.  the need for such an increase has become critical, 
and we deeply appreciate the president’s bearing on this issue.  with 
the proposed budget, VBA staffing would be increased in ‘07 by 173 
FTE.  C&P service would be authorized 9445 FTE, which is a total 
increase of 14.  however, the number of Fte under the subcategory, 
“direct compensation,” would be reduced by 149.  the net gain of 
Fte would be as a result of increases in other VBA activities.  this 
recommendation is somewhat perplexing since one of the Adminis-
tration’s stated goals is to decrease the number of backlog compensa-
tion claims.
 Additionally, ongoing hostilities in iraq and Afghanistan, along 
with an aging veteran population, will almost certainly increase the 
number of claims for compensation.  In the five-year period from the 
end of 2000 to the end of 2005, the volume of disability claims in-
creased 36 percent, or an average of 7.2 percent annually.  VA proj-
ects that the number of disability claims will increase three percent 
during ‘06, and two percent in ‘07.  But even with those modest pro-
jections for increased work, the number of direct program FTE should 
be increased.  Especially since VA estimates that above the projected 
increases in regular claims work, it will receive an additional 98,000 
claims from its outreach to veterans in six states with the lowest av-
erage competition payments, as mandated by last year’s legislation.
 it appears VA contemplates and accepts an increase in the claims 
backlog during  these  two years, despite  the  fact  that  it projects  in 
increase in production.
  In  the  IB, we have  recommended a  substantially higher  staffing 
level that we believe reflects a more realistic assessment of what VA 
needs to deliver benefits  in a timely manner.   The IB recommends 
that the ‘06 staffing of 9431 FTE for C&P be increased to 10,820, and 
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i would invite your attention to the iB in my written statement, for 
the basis of that recommendation.
  Similarly, we have recommended staffing levels for the educational 
program and vocational rehabilitation and employment program, 
that we think are necessary to get the job done in an acceptable man-
ner.  though the administration’s budget seeks increases for these 
programs, the iB recommendations are slightly higher.  we recom-
mend an increase of 149 for educational service, compared with the 
Administration’s request of 46.  And we recommend an increase of 
250 Fte vocational rehabilitation, compared with the administra-
tion’s requested increase of 130.
 in addition to ensuring that VBA has the resources necessary to 
accomplish its mission, Congress must also make adjustments to the 
programs from time to time, to address increases in the cost of living, 
and other needed improvements.  the iB makes a number of such 
recommendations, and we invite the committee’s attention to that 
section in the iB.
 mr. chairman, that concludes my statement.  i thank you for this 
opportunity, and i will be happy to answer any questions you may 
have.
  [The statement of Brian Lawrence appears on p. 32]

 mr. miller.  i thank you very much.  You mentioned an increase 
in Fte of some 1,375 more than the president’s request.  You asked 
us to refer to the independent Budget for the methodology.  can you 
just give us an encapsulated version of how those numbers were de-
rived?
 mr. lawrence.  the exact wording in the iB is based on accepted 
percentages from previous years.  They just look back to the previous 
two or three years, and project those percentages onto the upcoming 
year.
 mr. miller.  is there anything that VBA can do to address the 
claims backlog that doesn’t require funding, new funding, or is that 
the only solution that you see?
 mr. lawrence.   No, sir.  Part of the problem is just to adjudicate 
claims properly the first time.  And you know, the backlog is created 
because claims are appealed and they are sent to the Board of Veter-
ans’ Appeals, and then they are remanded back to the regional office.  
so they end up reworking claims when that shouldn’t be necessary.  
the original rating decision should be adequate, and remands for mi-
nor issues such as improper exams would alleviate a lot of backlog.
 And for those type of problems, we recommend increased training, 
or proper training for adjudicators.  We recognize right now that VA 
has a large turnover in employees that are senior adjudicators that 
are taking a wealth of knowledge with them, and they are being re-
placed by people that need training, and that it is a very complex 
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system, and it takes a while for these new employees to ramp up to 
operate at that level.
 mr. miller.  Is it your testimony that the vast majority of the incor-
rect adjudications are a result of improperly trained staff?
 mr. lawrence.  I am not in a position to say the vast majority, but 
i would say -- 
 mr. miller.  You have an idea of a percentage?  Your testimony is 
more geared toward VBA incorrectly deciding claims, and i am inter-
ested on what basis is that, or is there a vast majority of claims that 
are submitted that are not fully developed, that do in fact need more 
information?
 mr. lawrence.  A lot of them have inadequate exams; they are not 
ready to be rated.  they get to the Board of Veterans’ Appeals, and 
information has been left out.  the problem stems a lot from the de-
sire to show production at the regional office level.   They are more 
concerned about producing numbers, rather than property adjudicat-
ing claims and getting it done right the first time.
 mr. miller.  But I am trying to figure, you just said a lot of them 
are not ready to be adjudicated.
 mr. lawrence.  right.
 mr. miller.  what makes them ready?  who makes them ready?
 mr. lawrence.  thorough exams, for one thing.
 mr. miller.  And where does that responsibility lie?
 mr. lawrence.  well, it lies probably both with VBA and VhA.  the 
VBA needs to clarify when a rating is sent for an examination, ex-
actly the information that they seek to be able to do the rating.
 mr. miller.  i am trying to get at, because i am not a veteran 
and i don’t know the process as a veteran would from personal ex-
perience, but I understand that there are forms that are filled out, 
require backup information that is submitted to VBA.  And you are 
saying today that because of production numbers, the VA feels a need 
to move those through, and possibly some of them are remanded or 
kicked back.
  I am trying to find out where the disconnect is.  I understand that 
there is a staff turnover and some training issues at VBA, and some 
things that really need to take place -- and nobody is denying that 
-- through attrition.  But we also heard testimony either yesterday 
or the day before -- maybe yesterday -- the same thing is happening 
in the Vsos.  And a lot of those folks that are helping the veterans 
fill out their paperwork, I am trying to figure out what percentage is 
improperly filled  out,  incomplete,  or what percentage  is  absolutely 
complete, and VBA just misses it.  Do you have a clue?
 mr. lawrence.  i don’t have that number available.
 mr. miller.  okay.  mr. udall?
 mr. UDall.  thank you, mr. chairman.  As, mr. lawrence, you said 
in your  testimony,  the  Independent Budget  recommends a  staffing 
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level of 10,820 for the compensation and pension service.  how many 
additional Fte recommended by the independent Budget are for di-
rect compensation work?
 mr. lawrence.  i would have to get back to you with that number.  
i don’t recall right off.
 mr. UDall.  okay.  could you do that?
 mr. lawrence.  Absolutely.
  [The information requested appears on p. 62]

 mr. UDall.  thank you.
 should the VA reevaluate the criteria needed for persons employed 
as decision review officers and adjudicators?
 mr. lawrence.  could you restate the question, please?
 mr. UDall.  should the VA reevaluate the criteria needed for per-
sons employed as decision review officers and adjudicators?
 mr. lawrence.  i don’t know that a reevaluation of the criteria -- 
and I am just speaking off-the-cuff, here, and not one part of the IB  
--  that the initial criteria i am not sure is what the problem is, but 
just the ramping-up period, and the training to prepare them to begin 
doing their job is, I know, lacking in some instances.
 mr. UDall.  thank you very much.  thanks, mr. chairman.
 mr. miller.  thank you very much, and we also may have addi-
tional questions that we may want to submit to you for the record.  
thank you for being with us.
 we all know that caring for and compensating the men and women 
who are injured as a result of their military service is the core mis-
sion of the VA.  And I realize that some do not like the label of “core 
constituency,” as we heard yesterday, but i believe that is who Abra-
ham lincoln was referring to during his second inaugural address, 
when he said that it is the nation’s duty to care for him who have 
bourne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan, as we heard this 
morning from the gold star wives representative.
 i look forward to working with each of you as we carry out this 
solemn obligation. Without objection, statements will be entered into 
the record for the Board of Veterans’ Appeals, the u.s. court of Ap-
peals for Veterans claims, and AmVets.
  [The attachments appear on pgs. 35, 45 and 54]
 
 mr. miller.  And with nothing further, this hearing is adjourned.
  [Whereupon, at 2:51 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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